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Take a minute to think of your answer.

What is Probability?

Afterwards, raise hand/unmute/share your answer.
Or write in channel #Lec_bayesian_inference_mohamed
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Probability
Some Definitions for probability

Statistical Probability
Frequency ratio of items

Probability as Propensity
Probability used
for predictions

Logical Probability
Degree of confirmation of a
hypothesis based on logical
analysis

Subjective Probability
Probability as a
degree of belief

Probability is sufficient for the task of
reasoning under uncertainty
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Probability
Probability as a Degree of Belief

Probability is a measure of the belief in a
proposition given evidence.
A description of a state of knowledge.

No such thing as
the probability
of an event, since the value
depends on the evidence used.

Inherently subjective
in that it depends on
the believer’s
information

Different observers
with different
information will have
different beliefs.
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Probabilistic Models
Model: Description of the world, of data,
of potential scenarios, of processes.

Peak
hour

Bad
Weather

Accident

A probabilistic model writes out these
models using the language of probability
prob(traffic Jam)
prob(sirens | Accident)
prob(peak hour | Traffic Jam)

Traﬃc
Jam

Sirens

Probabilistic models let you learn
probability distributions of data.

Most models in machine
learning are probabilistic.
You can choose what to learn: Just
the mean. Or the entire distribution.
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Probabilistic Quantities
Probability
Conditions

Bayes Rule
Parameterisation
Expectation

Gradient
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Take a minute to think of your answer.

What is Bayesian Statistics?

Afterwards, raise hand/unmute/share your answer.
Or write in channel #Lec_bayesian_inference_mohamed
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Probability of a Sequence
Exchangeable sequence of events

p(1,1,1,0,0) = p(1,0,1,0,1)
p(x1, …, xn) = p(xπ1, …, xπn)
For infinite exchangeability, the joint probability is
invariant to permutation of the indices.
De Finetti’s
Theorem

p(x1 , . . . , xN ) =

Z Y
N

n=1

p(xn |✓)P (d✓)

Explains why we have parameters and priors, and the power of averaging.
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Model-based Bayesian
p(x1 , . . . , xN ) =

Z Y
N

n=1

p(xn |✓)P (d✓)

For an exchangeable sequence of events
Do computations and inversions of
these quantities using Bayes’ Rule

p(x1 , . . . , xN ) =
The data x1, …xn is then
conditionally independent

Z Y
N

n=1

There is a parameter θ

p(xn |✓)p(✓)d✓

There is a likelihood

p(x | θ)

Model-based approach (as opposed to an
empirical approach) since we represent the
sequence using a parameterised model.

Doesn’t say anything about the
dimension of parameters, so can
be infinite.

There is a distribution P on θ, if
there’s a density then a prior p(θ)

Gives a bridge between Bayesian
and Frequentist views of probability.
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Bayesian Analysis
Bayesian approach follows the idea that all components of a model
should be probabilistic and be described by probability distributions

Bayes’ Rule

Likelihood

p(y|z) p(z)

Posterior

p(z|y)

Prior

=

Z

Bayesian analysis is an approach to
modelling that follows:
•

Decide on a priori beliefs.

•

Posit an explanation of how the
observed data is generated, i.e.
provide a probabilistic description.

•

Allows for recursive updating in the
light of new evidence.

p(y, z)dz

Marginal likelihood/ Model
evidence

Rule for inverse probabilities.
Go from prior states of knowledge to new states based on evidence.
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Bayesian Analysis
Interested in reasoning about two important quantities

Evidence
Posterior

๏ In Bayesian analysis, things that are not. observed must
be integrated over - averaged out.

๏ This makes computation difficult.
๏ Integration is the central operation.
Intractable Integrals: Will often see this phrasing.
• Don’t know the integral in closed form
• Very high-dimensional quantities and can’t compute
(e.g., using quadrature)
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Regression and Classification
Probabilistic models over functions
Prior
Observation model
Posterior

y

๏ Make predictions of future based on past correlations.
๏ Ways of learning distributions over functions and maintaining

uncertainty over functions.
๏ This allows many types of models, from linear models, deep networks,

splines, etc.
๏ Many ways to learn the posterior distribution.
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Density Estimation
μ

Learn probability distributions over the data itself

Σ

• How can you learn from data without any labels. Structure of the data.
• Deep Generative Models and Unsupervised learning.

z

W
y
n = 1, …, N

Factor Analysis / PCA

Prior
Observation model

z ⇠ N (z|µ, ⌃)
y ⇠ N (y|W z,

2
I)
y
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Decision-making
Probabilistic models of environments and actions
External Environment
Action

Observation/
Sensation
Environment

Setup is common in
experimental design, causal
learning, reinforcement learning.

Decision-maker

Prior over actions
Interaction only
Reward/Utility
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A Poetics of Machine Learning
Bayesian approach is also an Interpretive Approach to
Modelling and Data Analysis
Computational
Algorithmic

Applications

Assistive
Technology

Reasoning

Planning

Information

Uncertainty

Advancing
Science

Climate and
Energy

Explanation

Healthcare

Rapid Learning

Information Gain

Fairness and
Safety

World
Simulation

Causality

Autonomous
systems

Objects and
Relations

Prediction

Implementation
Marr’s Levels
of Analysis

Principles

Probability
Theory

Bayesian
Analysis

Hypothesis
Testing

Estimation
Theory

Asymptotics

๏ We exist within and across many interpretive communities in ML.
๏ Interpretive frameworks we use not only describes our work, but also produce

the work it describes.

๏ Become aware of the interpretive frames we use.
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Statistical Operations
Estimation
and Learning

Inference

Comparison

Summarisation

Modelling

Hypothesis
Testing

Data
Enumeration

Experimental
Design
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Architecture and Loss
O: So#max
P²: Plus
T² :Times
W²: Weight

B²: Weight
S¹: Sigmoid
P¹: Plus

T¹:Times
W¹: Weight

B¹:Weight
X :Input

1. Computational Graphs

2. Error propagation
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Model-Inference-Algorithm

3. Algorithms

1. Models

2. Learning
Principles
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Directed and Undirected

Fully-observed

Models
Parametric, Non-parametric
And semi-parametric

Latent Variable

μ, Σ

z1

z2

…

zD

y1

y2

…

yD

n = 1, …, N
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Statistical Inference

Direct

Learning
Principles

Indirect

Laplace
approximation

Maximum
Likelihood

Two Sample
Comparison

Method of
Moments

Maximum a
posteriori

Variational
Inference

Approx Bayesian
Computation

Transpo!ation
methods

Cavity Methods

Integr. Nested
Laplace Approx

Max Mean
Discrepency

Expectation
Maximisation

Markov chain
Monte Carlo

Noise
Contrastive

Sequential
Monte Carlo
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Algorithms

A given model and learning principle can be implemented in many ways.
Convolutional neural network
+ penalised maximum likelihood
● Optimisation methods
(SGD, Adagrad)
● Regularisation (L1, L2,
batchnorm, dropout)

Latent variable model
+ variational inference
● VEM algorithm
● Expectation propagation
● Approximate message passing
● Variational auto-encoders (VAE)

Implicit Generative Model
+ Two-sample testing
● Unsupervised-as-supervised learning
● Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)
● Generative adversarial network (GAN)

Restricted Boltzmann Machine
+ maximum likelihood
● Contrastive Divergence
● Persistent CD
● Parallel Tempering
● Natural gradients
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Bayesian Applications
๏ Building models
๏ Choice of priors and where they come from.
๏ Including prior knowledge
๏ Doing Bayesian computations
๏ Reporting uncertainties
๏ Accounting for noise and stationarity
๏ Loss, Risk and Utility
๏ Uncertainty and Calibration
๏ Evaluating and comparing models.
๏ Adapting to different amounts of evidence
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Continuing Clinical Trials
Informing the decision to move from Stage 2 to 3 trials
๏ Sensitive decision since it requires

considerable commitments.
๏ Inform the decision with predictions of
the probability of success at the Stage
3 testing.
๏ Simplest models use Bayesian Linear
regression.

Bayesian Considerations: Choice of models, priors, how to compute
posterior distributions, how to report variability in predictions.
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Causal Inference in Structural Time Series
Estimate the causal effect of a designed intervention on a time series.
Clicks generated during an ad campaign,
deterioration in clinical interventions.
Posterior predictive density over
counterfactual responses to understand
causal impact of an intervention.
Structural time series include:
๏ Latent Gaussian models (Kalman Filters),
๏ state-space models, stochastic RNNs,
๏ (non-)linear temporal models, ARIMA
๏ autonomous and non-autonomous
systems,
๏ semi-MDPs and POMDPs.

Bayesian Considerations: Understanding of a system at
different scales, allowing other sources of knowledge to
be included in the model. Will require complex methods
for computing posterior distributions efficiently.
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Infectious Disease Modelling
Bayesian model of physical distancing for COVID-19

Have simulators of a process, like the spread of a disease, and
no likelihood models. We would still want to understand
variability of models and report uncertainty.
Bayesian Considerations: intractable likelihoods, simulationbased approaches for Bayesian analysis, need for expert
definitions of similarity, efficient use of evidence.
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Layer-counting in Ice Cores
Estimating historical time from ice cores
Concentration of particles, chemicals and gasses in ice cores are
a continuous record of climatic and environmental information;
used widely in climate change analysis.

Bayesian Considerations: Model that accounts for
periodicity of the sedimentation process, account for
lack of stationarity, noise in the observations.
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Experimental Design
Efficiently placing sensors across an area
We can use estimation of
uncertainty from a posterior
distribution, to search through
a parameter space for the
most informative test points.
This comes up in the
placement of sensors in a
system, or in the search for
parameters.
Bayesian Considerations: importance of uncertainty estimation
and calibration, Risk minimisation and utility functions.
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Contextual Values

Social

Epistemic concerns and values
Inference

Comparison

Data
Enumeration

Computational
Algorithmic

Applications

Assistive
Technology

Reasoning

Planning

Information

Advancing
Science

Uncertainty

Climate and
Energy

Explanation

Healthcare

Rapid Learning

Information Gain

Fairness and
Safety

World
Simulation

Causality

Autonomous
systems

Political

Cultural

Summarisation

Objects and
Relations

Prediction

Implementation
Principles

Marr’s Levels
of Analysis

Probability
Theory

Bayesian
Analysis

Hypothesis
Testing

Estimation
Theory

Asymptotics

Economic
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Subjective Probability

Statistical Probability

Probability as a
degree of belief

Frequency ratio of items

Posterior

Inference

Comparison

Summarisation

Data
Enumeration

Bayes Rule

Statistical Inference

Direct

p(x1 , . . . , xN ) =

Z Y
N

n=1

p(xn |✓)P (d✓)

Indirect

Epistemic values

Contextual Values
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Outcomes
1

Probabilistic Models and Priors

2

Likelihood, Marginalisation, Prediction

3

Inference and Testing
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Linear Regression
>

⌘ =w x+b
p(y|x) = p(y|g(⌘); ✓)
E[y]
g()

⌘ = Bx

•
•

The basic function can be any linear
function, e.g., affine, convolution.
g(.) is an inverse link function that
we’ll refer to as an activation function.

Table 1: Correspondence between link and activations functions in
generalised regression.
Target
Regression
Link
Inv link
Activation
Real
Binary

Linear
Logistic

Binary

Probit

Binary

Gumbel

Binary

Logistic

Categorical

Multinomial

Counts
Counts
Non-neg.
Sparse
Ordered

Poisson
Poisson
Gamma
Tobit
Ordinal

Identity
µ
Logit log 1-µ

Identity
Sigmoid

Inv
Gauss
CDF -1 (µ)
Compl.
log-log
log(-log(µ))

Gauss
CDF
(⌘)
Gumbel CDF
-x
e-e

Probit

Hyperbolic
Tangent
tanh(⌘)
Multin. Logit

Tanh

log(µ)
p
(µ)
Reciprocal

1
1+exp(-⌘)

Sigmoid

Softmax

P⌘i
j ⌘j

exp(⌫)
⌫2
1
µ

1
⌫

max max(0; ⌫)
Cum.
Logit
( k - ⌘)

ReLU

Optimise the negative log-likelihoodthe Bernoulli distribution.

L=

log p(y|g(⌘); ✓)

There are many link functions that allow us to make other distributional assumptions for the target (response) y. In deep learning, the
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link function is referred to as the activation function and I list in the

Deep Networks
•
•

Recursively compose the basic linear functions.
Gives a deep neural network.

E[y] = hL . . . hl h0 (x)
A general, flexible framework for building
non-linear, parametric models

E[y]
g()

⌘ l = Bxl
…
g()

⌘ 1 = Bx1
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Deep and Hierarchical
Hierarchical Model: models where the (prior) probability distributions can
be decomposed into a sequence of conditional distributions
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Two Streams of ML
Deep Learning

+ Rich non-linear models for classification and
sequence prediction.

Bayesian Reasoning

- Mainly conjugate and linear models

+ Scalable learning using stochastic
approximation and conceptually simple.

- Potentially intractable inference,
computationally expensive or long
simulation time.

+ Easily composable with other gradientbased methods

+ Unified framework for model building,
inference, prediction and decision making

- Only point estimates

+ Explicit accounting for uncertainty and
variability of outcomes

- Hard to score models, do selection and
complexity penalisation.

+ Robust to overfitting; tools for model
selection and composition.

Natural to consider the combination of these approaches: Bayesian Deep Learning
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Take a minute to think of your answer.

What is a Likelihood?

Afterwards, raise hand/unmute/share your answer.
Or write in channel #Lec_bayesian_inference_mohamed
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Likelihood Functions

Prescribed Likelihoods

Probabilistic Model

Efficient Estimators
• Statistically efficient (Cramer-Rao lower
bound)
• Asymptotically unbiased, consistent
• Maximum entropy (principle of
indifference)
Widely-applicable
• Handle data that is incompletely observed,
distorted, samples with bias
• Can offset or correct these issues.

Likelihood function

Likelihood of
parameters

Tests with Good Power
• Likelihood ratio tests
• Can construct small confidence regions
Pool Information
• Combine different data sources
• Knowledge outside the data can be used,
like constraints on domain or prior
probabilities.
Misspecification: Inefficient estimates; or
confidence intervals/tests can fail completely.
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Estimation Theory

E[y]
g()

Probabilistic
Model

⌘ l = Bxl

Likelihood
function

…
Maximum Likelihood

g()

Optimisation
Objective

⌘ 1 = Bx1
๏ Straightforward and natural way to learn parameters
๏ Can be biased in finite sample size, e.g., Gaussian variances with N and N-1.
๏ Easy to observe overfitting of parameters.
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Estimation Theory
✦ Regularisation is essential to
overcome the limitations of
maximum likelihood estimation.
✦ Other names: Regularisation,
penalised regression, shrinkage.

Probabilistic
Model
Likelihood
function

Maximum a Posteriori (MAP)
Optimisation
Objective

•
•
•

Generalises the MLE (uniform prior)
Shrinkage: shrink parameters back to initial beliefs.
Not every regulariser corresponds a valid probability
distribution.
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MAP Estimation
Type of Solution
What is maximum is not
necessarily typical

Uncertainty
Can be reported using confidence
intervals or bootstrap estimates.

Parameterisation sensitive
Location of max will change
depending on parameterisation
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Invariant MAP

Popular Example
Bernoulli

Change of
variables

Uniform

Mode of the prior
Parameterisation 1

Parameterisation 2

Transform
New prior
MAP Est.

Clear sensitivity: Sensitive to units, affects interpretability, affects gradients,
learning stability, design of models.
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Invariant MAP
Use a modified probabilistic model that removes sensitivity
Invariant MAP

•
•
•

Use the Fisher information
Connection to the natural gradients and trust-region optimisation.
Uninformative priors.

Proposed solutions have not fully dealt with the underlying issues.
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Bayesian Inference
Evidence

p(x) =

Posterior

p(✓|x)

Z

p(x|✓)p(✓)d✓

How and when can this integral to be computed tractably?
What pairs of likelihood and prior make this easy?
Approach 1: Using Conjugacy
๏ Choose priors by mimicking the form of the likelihood.
๏ In a large set of cases, the posterior is in the same form of the observation

distribution, e.g., Beta prior -> Beta posterior
๏ Priors chosen this way are called conjugate priors.
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Beta-Bernoulli Model
Bernoulli Distribution

Conjugate Prior

Beta Distribution

Posterior Beta
Distribution

⇤

↵ =

N
X

xn + ↵

n=1
https://jimgrange.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/pesky-priors/

x

p(x|✓) = ✓ (1

✓)

↵

p(✓|↵, ) / ✓ (1
p(✓|↵, ) /

p(✓|x) = B(✓|↵ ,
1

=N

✓)

)

x

(↵ + ) ↵
✓ (1
(↵) ( )
⇤

⇤

𝜃

(1 x)

(1

⇤

β

⍺

✓)

(1

)

)

N
X

xn +

1

n=1
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Conjugacy
Conjugate priors are those in the exponential family of distributions.

๏

Because of the ‘closure’ property, they make recursive updating very
easy to do.

๏
๏

Get closed-form local computations allowing automated inference.

๏

General and interesting in more complex scenarios: multivariate
systems, priors over functions, infinite dimensional systems,

Allows us to study relationship to maximum likelihood, and relationship
to convexity, information geometry, Bregman divergences.

Measure

Normalising Constant

p(x|✓) = h(x) exp (⌘(✓)T (x)
Natural Parameters

https://www.johndcook.com/blog/conjugate_prior_diagram/

A(⌘))

Sufficient Statistics
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Integral Approximations
Integral Problem
Energy

log p(x) =
u(x, ✓) =

log
Taylor Expansion

H(µ) = r2✓ u(x, ✓)|✓=µ
Use MAP estimate for μ

Laplace
Approximation

Z

Z

p(x|✓)p(✓)d✓
log (p(x|✓)p(✓))

exp { u(x, ✓)}

1
u(x, ✓) ⇡ u(x, µ) + (✓
2

log

Z

exp

u(x, µ)

⇢

u(x, µ)

>

µ) H (✓

1
(✓
2

1
log det(2⇡H
2

1

>

µ)

µ) H(µ) (✓

µ) d✓

Related names:
Delta Method or
Saddle-point approx.

)
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Take a minute to think of your answer.

What is Learning? What is Inference?

Afterwards, raise hand/unmute/share your answer.
Or write in channel #Lec_bayesian_inference_mohamed
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Learning and Inference
Statistics, no distinction
between learning and inference only inference (or estimation).

Bayesian statistics, all
quantities are probability
distributions, so there is only the
problem of inference.

Machine learning makes a distinction between
inference and learning:
• Inference: reason about (and compute) unknown
probability distributions.
• (Parameter) Learning is finding point estimates of
quantities in the model.

Software engineering,
inference is the forward
evaluation of a trained model
(to get predictions).

Decision making and AI, refer to
learning in general as the means of
understanding and acting based on
past experience (data).
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Prediction
Posterior predictive distribution is the prediction of new data given the model.
Likelihood of the test data averaged over the posterior distribution.

Posterior
Predictive

⇤

p(x |x) =

Z

⇤

⇤

p(x |✓)p(✓|x)d✓ = Ep(✓|x) [p(x |✓)]

๏ In conjugate models, this predictive distribution can be known in closed form.
๏ For the Beta-Bernoulli model this is a Beta distribution.
๏ In other cases, we will have to approximate the integral or use a Monte Carlo method to
evaluate the integral.
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Bayes Factors
Bayes Factor is a way of comparing two models. It is a Bayesian approach to hypothesis testing.
Bayes Factor
Posterior Odds

R
p(x|✓1 , M1 )p(✓ 1 |M1 )d✓ 1
p(x|M1 )
B=
=R
p(x|M2 )
p(x|✓2 , M2 )p(✓ 2 |M2 )d✓ 2
p(M1 |x)
p(M1 ) p(x|M1 )
=
p(M2 |x)
p(M2 ) p(x|M2 )

๏ Compares to competing models rather

than against a null hypothesis.

๏ Accounts for uncertainty
๏ Can compare nested models.
๏ Large-sample approximations of Bayes

factors: BIC,AIC, DIC, WAIC.

Central problem is computing the marginal likelihood.
Evidence

Marginal likelihoods have the following properties.

๏ Consistency: As the number of data points becomes large, it will favour the true model.
๏ Ockham's razor: We will prefer simpler models to more complex ones if they have the same performance.
๏ Comparison: Models and parameters that are compared need not be nested or equivalent in any way.
๏ Reference: We can store the marginal likelihood as a property of the model-data instance, and use it for any
future model selection or comparison.
๏ Weight-of-evidence: We can compute the evidence for data points individually and use this as a score or
measure of surprise, allowing us to characterise each data point we observe.
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Learning Principles
Bayesian computations show that there are different
types of learning principles that are available to us.

Learning principle: Model Evidence

p(x) =

Z

p(x, z)dz

q(x)

p*(x)

Learning principle: Two-sample tests

⇤

p (x)
=1
q(x)

⇤

p (x) = q(x)
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Inferential Questions
Evidence
Estimation

p(x) =

Z

Moment
Computation

E[f (z)|x] =

p(x, z)dz
Prediction

Hypothesis Testing

B = log p(x|H1 )

Z

Parameter
Estimation

f (z)p(z|x)dz
Planning

Experimental Design

log p(x|H2 )
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Neutrality Traps
๏ The Solutionism Trap: Failure to recognise the possibility that the best
solution to a problem may not involve technology.
๏ The Formalism Trap: Failure to account for the full meaning of social
concepts such as fairness, which be resolved through mathematical
formalisms.
๏ The Portability Trap: Failure to understand how repurposing
algorithmic solutions designed for one social context may be inaccurate
/ do harm when applied to a different context.
๏ The Ripple Effect Trap: Failure to understand how the insertion of
technology into an existing social system changes the behaviours and
embedded values of the pre-existing system .
“Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral.”
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Statistical Probability
Frequency ratio of items

Subjective Probability
Probability as a
degree of belief

Posterior
Exponential Family
and Conjugacy
E[y]
g()

⌘ l = Bxl

Bayes Rule

…

Laplace
Approximation
Posterior
Predictive
Bayes Factor

g()

⌘ 1 = Bx1

p(x1 , . . . , xN ) =

Z Y
N

n=1

p(xn |✓)P (d✓)

Bayesian statistics, all
quantities are probability
distributions, so there is only the
problem of inference.

Epistemic values

Contextual Values
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Outcomes
1

Direct and Indirect Inferences

2

Monte Carlo methods

3

Variational Methods
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Inferential Questions
Evidence
Estimation

p(x) =

Z

Moment
Computation

E[f (z)|x] =

p(x, z)dz
Prediction

Hypothesis Testing

B = log p(x|H1 )

Z

Parameter
Estimation

f (z)p(z|x)dz
Planning

Experimental Design

log p(x|H2 )
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Statistical Inference

Direct

Learning
Principles

Indirect

Laplace
approximation

Maximum
Likelihood

Two Sample
Comparison

Method of
Moments

Maximum a
posteriori

Variational
Inference

Approx Bayesian
Computation

Transpo!ation
methods

Cavity Methods

Integr. Nested
Laplace Approx

Max Mean
Discrepency

Expectation
Maximisation

Markov chain
Monte Carlo

Noise
Contrastive

Sequential
Monte Carlo
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Take a minute to think of your answer.

How do you represent a distribution?

Afterwards, raise hand/unmute/share your answer.
Or write in channel #Lec_bayesian_inference_mohamed
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Representing Distributions
Closed-form/Analytic

Samples

Sampling procedure

ℬ(θ | α, β)

Approximations
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Monte Carlo methods
One of the most general methods we have for computing integrals and probabilities.

Integral

F(✓) =

Z

f (x)p(x|✓)dx = Ep(x|✓) [f (x)]

Monte Carlo method is simple:
1. Draw independent samples from p.
2. Compute the average of the function at these points.
Estimator

1
F̂(✓) =
N

N
X

n=1

n

f (x̂ );

n

x̂ ⇠ p(x|✓), for n = 1, . . . , N
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Monte Carlo methods
Estimator

1
F̂(✓) =
N

N
X

n=1

n

f (x̂ );

n

x̂ ⇠ p(x|✓), for n = 1, . . . , N

๏ Consistency: The estimate should converge to the true value of the integral.
๏ Unbiased: When we repeat this process using different sets of samples, the estimate should
be centred on the true value.
๏ Low variance: The estimator is a random variable because many sets of samples can be
drawn to compute the average.
๏ Computation: Want estimators that are computationally efficient to compute, require few
samples, easy parallelisation, and easy generation of variates x.
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Evaluating Integrals

Do this by introducing a
probabilistic one
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DS

Importance Sampling
Integral problem

Probabilistic one

Conditions
• q(z)>0, when f(z)p(z) ≠ 0.
• q(z) is known/easy to handle.

g addresses the probe expectation of a funcct to a distribution p(z)
ult to draw samples dimples {z (l) } are drawn
ribution q(z), and the
s in the summation are
os p(z (l) )/q(z (l) ).

p(z)

Re-group/re-weight

q(z)

f (z)

m = Eq(z)

m=

Z

m=

Z

m=

Z



f (z)p(z)dz
q(z)
f (z)p(z)
dz
q(z)

p(z)
f (z)
q(z)dz
q(z)

p(z)
f (z)
q(z)

z
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bc)
in
e
e

Importance Sampling
m = Eq(z)

Identity Trick Elsewhere
• Manipulate stochastic gradients
• Derive probability bounds
• RL for policy corrections

p(z)

q(z)

w

(s)

Monte Carlo
f (z) Estimator



p(z)
f (z)
q(z)

p(z) (s)
=
z ⇠ q(z)
q(z)

1 X (s)
m=
w f (z)
S s
log m = log

X

w

(s)

f (z)

log S

s

z
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Can we generate samples using a search process and waiting till
we reach a stationary distribution.
1st-order Markov chain
Reversibility

p(xt |x1:t

1)

= p(xt |xt

1)

Q(x|y)⇡(y) = Q(y|x)⇡(x)

๏ Irreducible. We can get from any state
to any other state. We don’t get stuck in
a (set of) states.
๏ Aperiodic. We don’t loop between
states.
๏ These two conditions mean we have an
ergodic chain, i.e. it has a stationary
distribution.

Metropolis Hastings Algorithm
Target

p̃(x)
p(x) =
Zp

Proposal

y ⇠ Q(·|x)

MH Criterion
Accept/Reject

↵(y|x) := min
xt+1 = y

⇢

p̃(x) Q(x|y)
,1
p̃(y) Q(y|x)

xt+1 = xt
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Other MCMC Methods
๏ Rejection sampling
๏ Metropolis-Hastings
๏ Gibbs sampling
๏ Slice sampling
๏ Metropolis within Gibbs
๏ Hamiltonian MC
๏ Sequential MC

Limitations and Considerations
๏ MCMC methods can be computationally intensive and
slow because of the need to simulate.
๏ Can be difficult to evaluate when you have a good set
of samples and to know when your chain has reached
the stationary distribution (has mixed).
๏ They Markov property doesn’t make use of where in the
state space past samples have been taken, so they
don’t make efficient use of the information they have.
๏ Take a frequentist approach of large-sample behaviour
to address the needs of Bayesian averaging.

๏ Reversible Jump MC
๏ Non-Markovian Methods (Stein, nested methods)
https://chi-feng.github.io/mcmc-demo/app.html?algorithm=HamiltonianMC&target=banana
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Beyond Monte Carlo
Quasi-MC methods

Bayesian MC

๏ Instead of using random draws in the

evaluation of an MC estimator, can we
instead use a more structured set of samples
to allow faster convergence.
๏ These are low-discrepancy sequences and

known as quasiMC methods.

๏ Integrals are unknown quantities, so can put

prior over this unknown value.
๏ Compute the posterior distribution over the

unknown integral.
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Large-sample
Approximations

BIC
AIC
Chib
Laplace
INLA

A/IS
HMC
MC/MC
Stochastic

EP
SVI

ADF
VI
Deterministic
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Variational Methods
KL[q(z|y)kp(z|y)]

Approximation class

True posterior

Deterministic approximation procedures with
bounds on probabilities of interest.

q (z)

Fit the variational parameters.
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Latent Variable Models
z

Latent variable models

z
f(z)

f(z)

x

x

z

Introduce an unobserved
local random variables that
represents hidden causes.

Prescribed models

Implicit models

Use observer likelihoods and
assume observation noise.

Likelihood-free or
simulation-based models.

f(z)

x
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Real Posteriors
Require flexible approximations for the types of posteriors we are likely to see.
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probfuncp(z)
es dirawn
d the
n are

Importance Sampling
p(z)

q(z)

Integral problem

f (z)

Proposal

p(x) =

ase of acceptance
rate with dimensionality is a
Notation
g. Although rejection can be a useful technique
Alwaysofthink
of q(z|x) butItoften
ited to problems
high dimensionality.
can,
e in morewill
sophisticated
algorithms
for sampling
write q(z)
for simplicity.

p(x) =

q(z)
p(x|z)p(z)
dz
q(z)

p(x) =

Z

p(z)
p(x|z)
q(z)dz
q(z)

w

pling

Conditions
wishing to sample from complicated probability
•
q(z|x)>0,
when
f(z)p(z)
≠
0.
e expectations of the form (11.1). The technique
framework
forto
approximating
expectations
• Easy
sample from
q(z). di-

mechanism for drawing samples from distribution

to the expectation, given by (11.2), depends on

Monte Carlo

p(x|z)p(z)dz

Z

z

Importance Weight

Z

(s)

p(z) (s)
=
z ⇠ q(z)
q(z)

1 X (s)
(s)
p(x) =
w p(x|z )
S s

log p(x) = log

X
s

w

(s)

p(x|z

(s)

)

log S
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Bounds in Expectation
Jensen’s Inequality
IS Expectation

log

Z

p(x)g(x)dx

log p(x)

"

Z

Eq(z) log

p(x) log g(x)dx

X
s

w

(s)

p(x|z

(s)

)

#

log S
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IS to Variational Inference
Integral problem
Proposal

Importance Weight

Jensen’s inequality

log

Z

p(x)g(x)dx

Z

p(x) log g(x)dx

Variational lower bound

p(x) =
p(x) =

Z

Z

p(x|z)p(z)dz
q(z)
p(x|z)p(z)
dz
q(z)

Z

p(z)
p(x) = p(x|z)
q(z)dz
q(z)
✓
◆
Z
p(z)
log p(x)
q(z) log p(x|z)
dz
q(z)
Z
Z
q(z)
= q(z) log p(x|z)
q(z) log
p(z)

Eq(z) [log p(x|z)]

KL[q(z)kp(z)]
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Variational Bound
F(x, q) = Eq(z) [log p(x|z)]
Approx. Posterior

KL[q(z)kp(z)]

Reconstruction

Penalty

Some comments on q:
• Integration is now optimisation: optimise for q(z) directly.
• I write q(z) to simplify the notation, but it depends on the data, q(z|x).
• Easy convergence assessment since we wait until the free energy (loss) reaches
convergence.
• Variational parameters: parameters of q(z)
• E.g., if a Gaussian, variational parameters are mean and variance.
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Latent Gaussian Models
Probabilistic Model

z

Mean-field approx

q(z) =

Y
i

Variational bound

f(z)

x

y ⇠ p(y|f✓ (z))

z ⇠ N (z|0, 1)
N (zi |µi ,

2
i)

F(y, q) = Eq(z) [log p(y|z)]
F(y, q) = Eq(z) [log p(y|z)]

F(y, q) = Eq(z) [log p(y|z)]

X

F(y, q) = Eq(z) [log p(y|f✓ (z))]

i

KL[q(z)kp(z)]
X
KL[q(zi )kp(zi )]
i

KL[N (zi |µi ,
1X
(
2 i

2
i

+

2
µi

2
i )kN (zi |0, 1)]

1

ln

2
i)
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Variational Optimisation
F(x, q) = Eq(z) [log p(x|z)]
Approx. Posterior

KL[q(z)kp(z)]

Reconstruction
472

Penalty
10. APPROXIMATE INFERENCE

2

2
(a)

(b)

τ

๏

Variational EM

๏

Stochastic Variational Inference

๏
๏

Doubly Stochastic Variational Inference
Amortised Inference

τ
1

1

0
−1

0

µ

0
−1

1

2

0

µ

1

0

µ

1

2
(c)

(d)

τ

τ
1

0
−1

1

0

µ

1

0
−1
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Figure 10.4 Illustration of variational inference for the mean µ and precision τ of a univariate Gaussian distribution. Contours of the true posterior distribution p(µ, τ |D) are shown in green. (a) Contours of the initial factorized

Classical Inference Approach
E

M

Compute Expectations then M-step gradients
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Variational EM
F(x, q) = Eq(z) [log p(x|z)]

KL[q(z)kp(z)]

log p(x)
KL[q||p⇤ ]

Repeat:
E-step
M-step

/ r F(x, q)

✓ / r✓ F(x, q)

Var. params

…

…

F(x, q)

Model params
Initialisation
E

t=1

Convergence

M
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True Posterior

Families of Posterior Approximations
Normalising
flows

z1

Covariance models

Structured mean-field

+

zK

z2

…

z3

z1

Fully-factorised

z1

z2

z3

z4

…

z2

Mixtures

Auxiliary variables
p(z)

z1

y

z

z3

z0

x

Most Expressive

⇤

q (z|x) / p(x|z)p(z)

x

⍵

p(x|z)

r(!|x, z)

z1

z2

z3

Least Expressive

qM F (z|x) =

Y

q(zk )
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k

Stochastic Inference Approach

In general, we won’t know the expectations.
Gradient is of the parameters of the distribution w.r.t. which the expectation is taken.
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Stochastic Gradients
Z
r Eq

(z) [f✓ (z)]

=r

q (z)f✓ (z)dz

Doubly stochastic estimators
Pathwise Estimator
When easy to use transformation is
available and diﬀerentiable function f.

= Ep(✏) [r f✓ (g(✏, ))]
z ⇠ q (z)

z = g(✏, )

✏ ⇠ p(✏)

Score-function estimator
When function f non-diﬀerentiable
and q(z) is easy to sample from.

z ⇠ p(z)

= Eq(z) [f✓ (z)r log q (z))]

μ

r✓

x = µ + Rz
R
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Log-derivative Trick
Score function is the derivative of a log-likelihood function.

r q (z)
r log q (z) =
q (z)
Several useful properties
Expected score

Eq(z) [r log q (z)] = 0

↞Show this

Fisher Information
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Score Function
Gradient
Z
r Eq

(z) [f✓ (z)] = r

Z

q (z)f✓ (z)dz

q (z)
r q (z)f (z)dz
q (z)

=
Z
= q (z)r log q (z)f (z)dz

= Eq
r Eq

(z) [f✓ (z)]

Z

=r
Eq

Other names
•Likelihood ratio method
•REINFORCE and policy gradients
•Automated & Black-box inference

(z)

[f (z)r log q (z)]

(z)✓ (z)dz
c)r
(z)f
(z)q [(f

log q (z)]

Leibnitz integral rule

Identity

Log-deriv
Gradient
Control
Variate

When to use
•Function is not differentiable, not analytical.
•Distribution q is easy to sample from.
•Density q is known and differentiable.
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Amortised Inference
Repeat:

E-step (compute q)
For i = 1, … N

n

/ r Eq

(z) [log p✓ (xn |zn )]

r KL[q(zn )kp(z)]

Instead of solving for
every observation,
amortise using a model.

z ~ q(z | x)

M-step

1 X
✓/
Eq
N n

(z) [r✓

log p✓ (xn |zn )]

๏ Inference network: q is an encoder, an inverse model, recognition model.
๏ Parameters of q are now a set of global parameters used for inference of all data
points - test and train.
๏ Amortise (spread) the cost of inference over all data.

Inference
Network
q(z |x)

๏ Joint optimisation of variational and model parameters.
Inference networks provide an efficient mechanism for
posterior inference with memory

Data x
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Variational Autoencoder
F(x, q) = Eq(z) [log p(x|z)]
Approx. Posterior

Reconstruction

KL[q(z)kp(z)]

z

z ~ q(z | x)

Model
p(x |z)

Inference
Network
q(z |x)

Penalty

Stochastic encoder-decoder system to
implement variational inference.
Specific combination of variational inference in latent variable
models using inference networks
Variational Auto-encoder

But don’t forget what your model is, and what inference you use.

x ~ p(x | z)
Data x
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Variational Methods
KL[q(z|y)kp(z|y)]

z

z ~ q(z | x)

Model
p(x |z)

Inference
Network
q(z |x)

Approximation class

True posterior

q (z)

x ~ p(x | z)
Data x

Variational Free Energy

F(x, q) = Eq(z) [log p(x|z)]

F(x, q) = Eq(z)

"

1 X p(z)
log
p(x|z)
S s q(z)

F(x, q) =

1
1

2

๏ Tied to methods with known likelihood
functions.

#

Renyi Variational Objective

X p(z)
1
Eq(z) 4 log
p(x|z)
↵
S s q(z)

!1

๏ It is hard to design rich families of
approximate posteriors, although we have
other methods like Normalising Flows,
Mixtures, Auxiliary Variable methods.
๏ Optimisation can be challenging because of
high-dimensionality (if being fully Bayesian).

KL[q(z)kp(z)]

Multi-sample Variational Objective

Limitations and Considerations
๏ ‘Biased’ - you can never have the true
posterior, only an approximation.

๏ Evaluation (especially in unsupervised cases
is hard).
↵

3
5
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Bayesian Approximation
Large-sample
Approximations

๏ Much of Bayesian analysis is dedicated to
the computation of integrals.

BIC

๏ This is because we are interested in
averaging over multiple possible scenarios;
reasoning with uncertainty.
๏ Many other approaches that have tradeoffs
in approximation, computational efficiency,
bias, etc.

AIC
Chib
Laplace
INLA

A/IS
HMC
MC/MC

Stochastic

EP
SVI

ADF
VI
Deterministic
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Colonialism
We are shaped by a colonial past: what/how science is
done, in the language we speak in, in what we consider valid
knowledge, and how we treat and relate to each other.
Statistics has been seen as a ‘moral science’.

๏

Estimating the number of tanks in a war using Poisson
conjugate models.

๏
๏

Explain ‘intelligence’ using Factor analysis.
Medical statistics and genetics were turned to create
racialised differences between people.

Consider the contextual and historical basis that is
shaping our work. Leads to harms, and obscured views of
what and who is successful.

Be more critical and skeptical.
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Statistical Inference

Direct

Indirect

Large-sample
Approximations

z
z

KL[q(z|y)kp(z|y)]

True posterior

q (z)

f(z)

BIC
AIC

f(z)

Approximation class

x

z

z ~ q(z | x)

Model
p(x |z)

Inference
Network
q(z |x)

Chib

x

Laplace
INLA

A/IS
HMC
MC/MC
Stochastic

x ~ p(x | z)

EP
SVI

Decolonise
Be critical

Data x

ADF
VI
Deterministic
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Outcomes
1

Inference and Decision-making

2

Optimisation and Reinforcement

3

Nonparametrics and Numerics
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Inference and Decision-making
Inference

Decision-making

What we can
know about our data

What we can
do with our data.

Have many of the tools needed to build
plausible reasoning systems:
1. Flexible ways of building rich probabilistic models
2. Ability to learn and make consistent inferences and
maintain beliefs
3. Reason about potential outcomes and take actions.
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Bayesian Reinforcement Learning
Environment as a generative process:
An unknown likelihood;
Not known analytically;
Only able to observe its outcomes.
External Environment
Action

Prior over actions
Interaction only
Long-term reward

Observation/
Sensation
Environment

Action Prior
p(a)

Agent

Internal Environment

Option KB

Critic

State Repr.

State
Embedding

Option

Planner

Environment
or Model
p(R(s,a))

All the key inferential questions can now be asked in this simple framework.
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Planning-as-Inference
Simplest question
What is the posterior distribution over actions?
Maximising the probability of the return log p(R).
Variational inference in the hierarchical model

Action Prior
p(a)

Recover policy search methods:
Uniform prior over distributions
Continuous policy parameters
Can evaluate environment, but not differentiate.

Environment
or Model
p(R(s,a))
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Policy Search
Free Energy

Policy gradient using score-function gradient

๏ Appearance of the entropy penalty is natural and alternative
priors easy to consider and introduces aspect of exploration in a
natural way.
๏ Can easily incorporate prior knowledge of the action space.
๏ Use any of the tools of probabilistic inference available.
๏ Easily handle stochastic and deterministic policies.

Action Prior
p(a)

Environment
or Model
p(R(s,a))
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Hierarchical Planning
Prior
p(z|x)

Action
Inference
q(a1..T|z)

log p(z|x)

Action Prior
p(a1..T|z)
log p(a1..T|z)

z -Inference
q(z |x)

Environment
or Model
p(R |a, x)

Data x

log p(R|a, x)

Variational MDP
⇡

F (✓) = Eq(a,z|x) [R(a|x)]

↵KL[q✓ (z|x)kp(z|x)] + ↵H[⇡✓ (a|z)]
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Bayesian RL and Control
Actio

n

With a more realistic expansion as
graphical
Extemodel
r
nal E
nviro
Bellman’snmequation
ent

๏ Derive
as a different
writing of message passing.Ob

Action Prior
p(a)

serva
Sens tion/
algorithmafor
tion
E

Inter
nal E
๏ Application
of
the
EM
nviro
nme
nt
search
becomes
Oppolicy
t
Optio
n

ion K
B

nviro

nt
possible.
Age
nme

๏ Easily consider
other variational
State
Repr
.
methods, like EP.

nt

Criti
c

๏ Both model-free and model-based
State
P
lann emerge.
methods
Emb
er
e

Environment
or Model
p(R(s,a))

ddin

g
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Bayesian Deep Learning
Prior

y

Observation model

Combination of Bayesian methods and Deep Learning
๏ Pragmatic Bayesian approach: Infer posteriors only for a subset of
parameters. E.g., introduce rank-1 components into the session
๏ Bayesian methods for very deep networks. Difficult.
๏ Lots of work in variational inference, MC dropout, variational dropout.
๏ Sampling from multimodal posteriors.
๏ Analysis of infinite width models using Neural Tangent Kernels.
๏ New MCMC methods, e.g., cyclical stochastic gradient MCMC
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Bayesian Optimisation

Global optimisation of a function f(x) that is unknown, but that we can evaluate.

Bayesian approach is two fold:
๏ Place a prior over the unknown function and use evidence to

learn the function by building a posterior.
๏ Use uncertainty from the posterior to decide where to next

evaluate the function. Tradeoff exploration and exploitation.
๏ Recursive updating and optimise the acquisition function.
Prior

f ⇠ GP(0, K)

p(f |D) = GP(µf |D , Kf |D )
p
Acquisition fn. ↵(x; ) = µ(x) +
Kxx
Posterior
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Probabilistic Dualities
Basis Function Regression

Move from primal variables to dual variables

Kernel trick and methods

Probability distributions over functions

Gaussian processes

Gaussian processes are priors over functions.
๏They adapt to the number of data points, allow easy
evaluation of posterior uncertainty,
๏Have neat (but computationally challenging) updates.
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Bayesian Nonparametrics
Fixed-dimension models

Adaptive-dimension models

Basis function regression

Gaussian process regression

Finite number of parameters

Apriori infinite number of parameters

Bayesian non-parametric models have a complexity that grows with the data
they provide flexible models, robust to overfitting.
De Finetti’s theorem gives us some properties of these new
types of priors and models.
N

p(x1, …, xN ) =

The data x1, …xn is then
conditionally independent

∫∏
n=1

There is a parameter θ

p(xn | θ)p(θ)dθ

There is a likelihood

p(x | θ)

There is a distribution P on θ, if
there’s a density then a prior p(θ)
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Mixture Models
Standard Generative View
Cluster parameters
Categories π
Choose index
Distribution at index
Generate data

k

⇠ G0

k = 1, . . . , K

⇡ ⇠ D(↵/K)
zn ⇠ Cat(⇡)
✓n =

zn

y ⇠ p(y|✓ n )

Random Measure View
Cluster parameters
Categories π
Discrete mixture
Sample from mixture
Generate data

k

⇠ G0

k = 1, . . . , K

⇡ ⇠ D(↵/K)
K
X
G=
⇡k k
k=1

✓n ⇠ G
y ⇠ p(y|✓ n )

What happens when K → ∞
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Dirichlet Process Mixture
Random Measure View
⇡ ⇠ D(↵/K)
k

⇠ G0

G=

K
X

k = 1, . . . , K
⇡k

k=1

✓n ⇠ G

y ⇠ p(y|✓ n )

k

What happens when K → ∞
yn |G ⇠
G=

1
X

Z

⇡k

k=1

p(yn |✓)dG(✓)
k

⇠ DP (↵, G0 )

Stick-breaking representation of the Dirichlet,
Chinese restaurant process, urn schemes.

Repeat this idea for other models:
- Latent Variable models →Indian Buffet process
- Bayesian Linear regression → Gaussian process
- Time series → Temporal point process
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Cascaded Indian
Buffet process
Hierarchical Dirichlet
process
Deep Nonparametric Discrete

Indian buffet process
Dirichlet process
mixture

Sigmoid Belief Net
Deep auto-regressive
networks (DARN)

Deep Parametric Discrete

Non-parametric
Deep

Discrete

Direct Nonparametric Discrete

Hidden Markov Model
Discrete LVM
Sparse LVMs

Linear Parametric Discrete

Deep Gaussian
processes
Recurrent Gaussian
Process
GP State space model
Deep Nonparametic Continuous

Continuous

Direct/
Linear
Parametric
PCA, factor analysis
Independent
components analysis
Gaussian LDS
Latent Gauss Field
Linear Parametric Continuous

Nonlinear factor
analysis
Nonlinear Gaussian
belief network
Deep Latent Gaussian
(VAE, DRAW)
Deep Parametric Continuous

Gaussian process LVM

Direct Nonparametric Continuous
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Bayesian Numerics
Think of numerical methods as (Bayesian) learning algorithms.
๏ Consider uncertainty in computation.
๏ Computational bottlenecks: optimisation, sampling, numerical integration, ODE solving, linear
algebra, discretisation in PDEs, learning rates and line searches.
๏ Bayesian Monte Carlo/
Bayesian Quadrature
๏ Conjugate Gradients
๏ Line search
๏ Runge-Kutta ODE
๏ PDEs
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Contextual Values
๏ Respect-for-persons - Individual

Autonomy
๏ Beneficence - research designed

to maximise societal benefit and
minimise individual harm.
๏ Justice - research risks must be

distributed across society.
๏ Non-malfeasance - Do no harm.
๏ Explicability - Explanation and

Transparency.
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p(x1, …, xn) =

Probability is a measure of the belief in a
proposition given evidence.
A description of a state of knowledge.

p(x) =

Z

g()

⌘ l = Bxl

β

⍺

∫∏
i=1

p(xi | θ)P(dθ)

p(x, z)dz

KL[q(z|y)kp(z|y)]

E[y]

N

Approximation class

True posterior

G=

k=1

q (z)

𝜃

1
X

⇡k

k

⇠ DP (↵, G0 )

Epistemic values

…
g()

⌘ 1 = Bx1

x

Bayesian statistics, all
quantities are probability
distributions, so there is only the
problem of inference.

Action Prior
p(a)

Cascaded Indian
Buffet process
Hierarchical Dirichlet
process
Deep Nonparametric Discrete

Indian buffet process
Dirichlet process
mixture

Sigmoid Belief Net
Deep auto-regressive
networks (DARN)

Deep Parametric Discrete

Non-parametric
Deep

Discrete

Direct Nonparametric Discrete

Environment
or Model
p(R(s,a))

Hidden Markov Model
Discrete LVM
Sparse LVMs

Linear Parametric Discrete

Deep Gaussian
processes
Recurrent Gaussian
Process
GP State space model
Deep Nonparametic Continuous

Continuous

Direct/
Linear
Parametric
PCA, factor analysis
Independent
components analysis
Gaussian LDS
Latent Gauss Field
Linear Parametric Continuous

Gaussian process LVM

Direct Nonparametric Continuous

Nonlinear factor
analysis
Nonlinear Gaussian
belief network
Deep Latent Gaussian
(VAE, DRAW)
Deep Parametric Continuous

Contextual Values

Decolonise
Be critical

Neutrality
Decolonisation
Ethical Value Criteria
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Dearest, note how these two are alike:
This harpsichord pavane by Purcell
And the racer’s twelve-speed bike.
The machinery of grace is always simple.

Machines

This chrome trapezoid, one wheel connected
To another of concentric gears,
Which Ptolemy dreamt of and Schwinn perfected,
Is gone. The cyclist, not the cycle, steers.
And in the playing, Purcell’s chords are played away.
So this talk, or touch if I were there,
Should work its effortless gadgetry of love,
Like Dante’s heaven, and melt into the air.
If it doesn’t, of course, I’ve fallen. So much is chance,
So much agility, desire, and feverish care,
As bicyclists and harpsichordists prove
Who only by moving can balance,
Only by balancing move.
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